The Tenable.sc™ Introduction Course is available for no cost at Tenable University and consists of a series of short on-demand videos providing the fundamental building blocks to deploy, configure and use Tenable.sc for vulnerability management managed on-premises. Tenable highly recommends this course as a prerequisite for the instructor-led Tenable.sc Specialist Course. Participants in this course will learn the basics of how to install, configure and use the Tenable.sc platform. Content includes installation and configuration, asset discovery, vulnerability and compliance assessment, analysis, alerts and reporting. Tenable instructors present basic features and demonstrate usage for each topic.

**AUDIENCE**

This course is suitable for people interested in learning basic operational use of Tenable.sc.

**PREREQUISITES**

None.

**COURSE SYLLABUS**

1. Cyber Exposure Fundamentals
   - The Cyber Exposure Lifecycle
   - Tenable.sc Capabilities
2. Installation
   - Licensing
   - Tenable.sc Deployment, Installation and Configuration
   - Nessus® Installation and Configuration
   - Tenable Core
3. Host Discovery Scans
4. Vulnerability Assessment
   - Non-Credentialed Assessment
   - Credentialed Assessment
   - Compliance Assessment
5. Analysis
   - Analyzing Data
   - Dashboards, Assurance Report Cards and Reporting
   - Solutions View
   - Alerts

For More Information: Please visit tenable.com
Contact Us: Please email us at sales@tenable.com or visit tenable.com/contact